Consultation

Edufin goals is to provide low revenue families with
free access to tools and financial education that
could help them attain financial independence.

Edufin is a three days workshop occurring two times
each years. the workshops are given by partner, that
are expert in financial education, work readiness skill
and by student groups that want to share their
knowledge.
Unlike the information generally offered on the Internet, our training course targets
the reality and the needs of young and low incomes families. Also, the format allows
them to ask questions tailored to their situation, to speakers who knows how to
connect with them. These workshops are made to have a human contact and have the
maximum impact on a personal level.

Edufin took place two time since last year.
We've host 13 workshops online on Zoom.
We've use multiple project tools such as a
project charter, bar chart schedule,
project risks, marketing and
communication plans.

We've made partnership with the RBC
foundation.
Also with Maison d'Haïti, Sommet socioéconomique pour le développement des
jeunes des communautés noires,
Banque National, Jeunesse enrichie de
HEC Montréal and SAE HEC Montréal.

Our event reached over 8500, of which 146 people gave us a response.
From those responses, 28 persons participated to the workshops. There
were entrepreneurs, immigrants, students, fathers and mothers with
their familly, elderly people and even financial advisors. The exchange
in the workshop were rich and human, we could not have hope for a
better first result.

The aim is to create a recyclable system for low cost material in a sustainable, efficient and ecofriendly way. Through the creation of a collaborative and affordable recycling logistic network,
the project is design with the framework of a circular economy to eliminate its environmental
impact and change the actual recycling network.

R6 is a plastic #6 pick-up and intermediary recycling service that raises awareness and create
bridge between merchant, consumer and recycler.
Through the creation of a collaborative and affordable recycling logistic network, the project will
be designed with the framework of circular economie in order to eliminate its environmental
impact and change the actual recycling network.
After analysing the needs of the Montreal region, we partenered with a cooperative and
Hazelview to collect plastic used by the inhabitants of these places.
We then started to create prototype of flowerpots made directly with a mixture of the P6 we
collected and concrete. After some tries, we reached a stable mixture and are now on our way to
present these protoype to Hazelview inhabitants.

Reusing and recycling P6 to create flowerpots that are going to be shown in an event Saturday
the 7th of May at an Hazelview proprety. The goal is to give back the plastic that as a new value
to people that would otherwise have trown it away. 13 tones of GHG avoided, 459 person directly
impacted, 1059 square feet of green space conserved.

The goal of this project is to offer consulting advices to small and
medium businesses in Montreal to help them adopt more sustainable
practices, or to help them to learn about new up and coming practices.
One college student have been help in her green business project!
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